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Wood and pellet finally
together as one

Aduro
Hybrid

Winner of European
Business Awards for
the Environment

Use with pellets or firewood

The comfort of pellets
meets the beauty of firewood
Easy
installation
Natural heat
distribution
through
convection
(no fans)

Can be
controlled via
smartphone/
tablet

180-degree
view of the
beautiful flame
image

Easy cleaning
of the burning
cave for pellet
burning

Easy use with
Aduro-tronic

Stainless steel
handle

Aduro H1 with side glass

Introducing Aduro Hybrid
The new Aduro Hybrid Stove finally brings pellets and firewood together in one beautiful stove. It has been designed
to heat your home with maximum environmental efficiency, whilst taking full advantage of the ease and comfort of
pellets.

World innovation: built for comfort

tronic automatic air regulation, operating your stove to
maximum efficiency has never been easier.
This means that if for any reason the pellet function is
disrupted you will still be warm using the stove traditionally
with logs.

If you wish the stove to warm up your house before your
arrival or in the morning before you wake up, you can program the stove to light up autonomously at any time using
your smartphone or tablet. You can even light up your
firewood in your absence with pellets and they will ignite
the logs pre-loaded in the stove.

You can use Aduro Hybrid 24/7 - it just takes a little bit of
cleaning. If you want to use the pellet function for several
days in a row, it requires a light cleaning of the burning
cave. The cleaning is simple as the pellets are burned at
the same level as the firewood.

Seamlessly swap between pellets and logs: just open the
door at any time whilst using the pellet function. You can
use it just like a regular Aduro wood burning stove, firing
logs for a beautiful silent flame. Aduro Hybrid is designed
with simplicity in mind: with adjustable heat and Aduro-

The all new design has been developed in cooperation
with the Danish company NBE, one of Europe’s leading
pellet stove manufacturers with more than 60,000 running
stoves. Aduro Hybrid is designed by the Danish designer
Casper Storm.

Programmable starting

Programming options with weekly
program and temperature control

Burns up to 24 hours on a full load of
pellets (8-9 hours max power)

Low noise with pellets and silent with
logs

Controlled manually or via smartphone

Unique design – beautiful flame image

Insulation
stones with
high insulation
properties

Burning cave
in cast iron

Ceramic glass
with airwash
system

External
air supply

Light up with your smartphone
It’s now possible to heat up your home, even though
you’re not there. You can easily control the stove on your
smartphone and keep track of its combustion at all times.
The Aduro Hybrid requires connection to Wi-Fi in the
home.

Integrated
WI-FI module

Easy and quick
loading of
pellets with
the provided
funnel
Advanced
auger, which
feeds the stove

Integrated pellet
container with
a capacity of
approx. 15 kg
Room
thermostat

The spirit of “Hygge”
Hygge is a Danish word that describes the feeling
of being cosy, comfortable and happy. Enjoy
the dancing flames and the warm atmosphere
from real logs of an authentic Danish stove. With
Aduro Hybrid you can also burn pellets overnight,
circulating the heat around the home so it’s warm
when you get up the next morning.

Aduro H2 without side glass. A possibility for
shorter distance to combustible materials.

We secure a safe environment

About Aduro

Our cloud service monitors your product, so Aduro can prevent failures and downtime. It
is also possible to be notified about the need for replacing worn parts, before it comes to
operational issues.

We are a Danish manufacturer of
wood burning stoves, who has sold
more than 300.000 stoves in Europe.
Aduro stoves combine beautiful
Danish design and innovative technology, with environmental concerns.
We offer the complete solutions to
ensure easy and simple operation.

Read more at adurofire.com

Accessories
See the full selection of accessories
on adurofire.com

The complete solution
The burning of pellets requires a stable draft
in the chimney, which is why Aduro Draft
Optimizer can be part of Aduro Hybrid’s
control. Especially with remote ignition, it is
important to ensure an even and constant
draft from the chimney, as it is not possible for
you to watch and intervene.

Special glass floor hearth
for the Aduro Hybrid

Aduro Proline 3
companion set

Aduro Baseline
firewood basket
in PET, black

Specifications
Heats

20-140 m2 / 2-9 kW. Wood stove 3-9 kW / Pellet stove 2-7 kW

Dimensions (HxWxD)

120 x 50 x 50,8 cm

Weight

135 kg

Flue outlet, diameter

Ø15 cm top/rear

Distance to combustible materials

15 cm behind stove / 65 cm to the side (H1) / 15 cm behind stove / 45 cm
to the side (H2)

Distance to furniture

87,5 cm (H1) / 90 cm (H2)

Distance from floor to centre of rear outlet

108,2 cm

Distance from centre of exhaust branch to rear edge of stove

25 cm

Wood pellet capacity

Approx. 15 kg (6 mm ENplus A1 quality)

Width of wood chamber

40 cm

Aduro-tronic automatic
Convection stove
Ceramic electrical igniter
External air supply. Suitable for airtight houses
Efficiency

81% wood stove / 87% pellet stove

Energy efficiency index

119,6

Energy efficiency class

A+

Power consumption

230 v/50Hz

Chimney draft

According to EN13240 and EN14785. Read more at adurofire.com

Certifications

EN13240, EN14785, CE & NS3058

Compatible with

iPhone (model 6 and higher) & Android (version 5.1 and higher)

Environmentally friendly heating
Aduro Hybrid is tested at the Institute of Technology and conforms with all European norms. The stove fulfils
the strictest EU environmental requirements for both wood stoves and pellet stoves, which applies from 2022.

